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Prerequisites
You have a basic knowledge of BRFplus.

Designing Rules Using the API
Procedure
Factory
The factory is the central point of entry for all BRFplus users to directly access the API. The factory is
also the basis for implementing BRFplus business objects and dependent objects. The returned
instances are described by the class implementing the get_instance method of the if_fdt_factory
interface. This in turn facilitates the replacement of any BRFplus class except the factory class itself. One
can access an existing object or create a new object. The following instance can be used to create local
objects that are not transported.
lo_factory = cl_fdt_factory=>if_fdt_factory~get_instance(
if_fdt_constants=>gc_application_tmp ).

IF_FDT_CONSTANTS is the central constants interface. GC_APPLICATION_TMP is a local application
which can be used for testing purposes and to create local objects that are not transported.
Creating New Objects
The factory created above can be used to create the objects needed for this tutorial.
lo_function ?= lo_factory->get_function( ).
lo_constant ?= lo_factory->get_expression(
iv_expression_type_id = if_fdt_constants=>gc_exty_constant ).

Methods like GET_FUNCTION and GET_EXPRESSION can take the parameter IV_ID as input. The
parameter IV_ID is the unique object ID (UUID).
IF_FDT_CONSTANTS=>GC_APPLICATION_TMP is the ID for the BRFplus application.
Note:
•
•

To work with existing objects, the unique object ID has to be supplied. The UUID is created automatically for
new objects.
Every object that is persistent in the database has a UUID.

Using the three lines of code given above, a new function is created with the method GET_FUNCTION,
and a new expression of type constant is created with the method GET_EXPRESSION. The expression
type (ID of a BRFplus object) must be supplied while creating a new expression.
For instance, if you work with an application-specific factory which is retrieved independently, you need
to define it before the application is set for the new objects. The objects are assigned to the application
and may also inherit attributes such as persistency type, local property or the exit class from the
application.
Working with the Function
The objects must be enqueued before they are saved. The following lines of code show the enqueuing
of the function and the setting of its attributes.
lo_function->if_fdt_transaction~enqueue( ).
lo_function->if_fdt_admin_data~set_name( 'HELLO_WORLD').
lo_function->if_fdt_admin_data~set_texts(
iv_text
= 'Hello World Tutorial'
iv_short_text = 'Hello World' ).

The function needs a top expression. In this tutorial, the top expression is a constant expression type.
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Working with Constant Expressions
The constant expression type is the most simple expression type. You can set a constant value which is
returned by the expression when processed. There is no conditional aspect for the expression.
Set the constant value and assign the expression as the top expression as shown below:
lo_constant->if_fdt_transaction~enqueue( ).
lo_constant->set_constant_value( 'Hello World.' ).
lo_function->set_expression( lo_constant->mv_id ).

Attributes such as name, short text and text are available for any persistent BRFplus objects. For
instance, you can set the name and other attributes for the expression.
In BRFplus, there are named and unnamed objects. A named object is an object that has a name (for
example, the function in this case). Named objects can be reused. An unnamed object is an object that
does not have a name or the name is set to initial (for example, the constant expression).
To create a constant expression which can be used in various rules, you need to give it a name. If you
want to use the expression or the application you also need to set the access level. The default is that
the object is only visible within the application for which it is created.
Both functions and expressions have results. The result is defined by a data object. Some expressions
like constant expressions derive the result data object depending on the attribute settings. A function can
take over the result from its top expression. In this tutorial, the function takes the result object from the
top expression (constant expression) and so the result is not explicitly set for the function.
Creating the Data Objects
For creating the data objects, the following data declarations are needed:
DATA: lo_factory
lo_constant
lo_function
lt_message
lv_activation_failed
lx_fdt
lo_result
lv_name
lv_string

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

REF TO if_fdt_factory,
REF TO if_fdt_constant,
REF TO if_fdt_function,
if_fdt_types=>t_message,
abap_bool,
REF TO cx_fdt,
REF TO if_fdt_result,
if_fdt_types=>name,
string.

FIELD-SYMBOLS <ls_message> TYPE if_fdt_types=>s_message.

Activating the Function
The objects have to be activated once they are created. Only the active version of the object is relevant
for processing. BRFplus uses a versioning concept that allows processing of past versions as well.
Checks are done automatically during activation. The application has to be activated before the function
is activated.
BRFplus objects can be processed without saving the changes. Use the code snippet given below to
activate and save the object.
lo_function->if_fdt_transaction~activate(
EXPORTING iv_deep
= abap_true
IMPORTING et_message
= lt_message
ev_activation_failed = lv_activation_failed ).
Try.
lo_function->if_fdt_transaction~save( iv_deep = ABAP_true ).
Commit work.
Catch cx_fdt into lx_fdt.
Rollback work.
ENDTRY.
lo_function->if_fdt_transaction~dequeue( iv_deep = abap_true ).
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The function gets activated and at the same time the changes in the constant expression are activated.
This is possible because the constant expression is referenced by the function as its top expression.
Finally, save and dequeue both objects.
If EV_ACTIVATION_FAILED is set to true ('X') then the activation was not successful. In such a
situation, the object cannot be processed though it can be saved.
IF lv_activation_failed EQ abap_true.
LOOP AT lt_message ASSIGNING <ls_message>.
WRITE / <ls_message>-text.
ENDLOOP.
RETURN. ">>>
ENDIF.

Simulating the Function
To process the function and check the result, use the following code:
TRY.
lo_function->process( IMPORTING eo_result = lo_result ).
lo_result->get_value( IMPORTING ea_value = lv_string ).
WRITE lv_string .
CATCH cx_fdt INTO lx_fdt.
LOOP AT lx_fdt->mt_message ASSIGNING <ls_message>.
WRITE / <ls_message>-text.
ENDLOOP.
ENDTRY.
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The Complete Report
*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*
*& Report FDT_SDN_HELLO_WORLD
*&
*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*
*&
*&
*&---------------------------------------------------------------------*
REPORT

FDT_SDN_HELLO_WORLD.

DATA: lo_factory
lo_constant
lo_function
lt_message
lv_activation_failed
lx_fdt
lo_result
lv_name
lv_string

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

REF TO if_fdt_factory,
REF TO if_fdt_constant,
REF TO if_fdt_function,
if_fdt_types=>t_message,
abap_bool,
REF TO cx_fdt,
REF TO if_fdt_result,
if_fdt_types=>name,
string.

FIELD-SYMBOLS <ls_message> TYPE if_fdt_types=>s_message.
* get a reference to the instance of the factory
lo_factory = cl_fdt_factory=>if_fdt_factory~get_instance(
if_fdt_constants=>gc_application_tmp ).
* note that you are not required to use an application as input; however,
* we recommend to do so and work with a specific application instead of
* the generic local FDT application
* get the objects we need for this demo
lo_function ?= lo_factory->get_function( ).
lo_constant ?= lo_factory->get_expression(
iv_expression_type_id = if_fdt_constants=>gc_exty_constant ).
* set some attributes for the function
lo_function->if_fdt_transaction~enqueue( ).
*lo_function->if_fdt_admin_data~set_name( 'HELLO_WORLD' ).
lv_name = cl_fdt_services=>get_unique_name( ).
lo_function->if_fdt_admin_data~set_name( lv_name ).
* you may need to replace the name because the function name needs to
* unique within an application; as soon as someone has run this report
* the name is occupied (within this application); Use GET_UNIQUE_NAME method
* of the class CL_FDT_SERVICES to get a unique name.
lo_function->if_fdt_admin_data~set_texts(
iv_text
= 'Hello World Tutorial'
"#EC NOTEXT
iv_short_text = 'Hello World' ).
"#EC NOTEXT
* set constant value
lo_constant->if_fdt_transaction~enqueue( ).
lo_constant->set_constant_value( 'Hello World.' ).
"#EC NOTEXT
* make the constant expression the top expression of the function
lo_function->set_expression( lo_constant->mv_id ).
* no need to set a result in this case since the constant can derive
* its result data object automatically
* activate and save the changes; only activated changes are relevant
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* for processing; however, active memory states can also be processed
* without a need to save to the DB
lo_function->if_fdt_transaction~activate(
EXPORTING iv_deep
= abap_true
IMPORTING et_message
= lt_message
ev_activation_failed = lv_activation_failed ).
Try.
lo_function->if_fdt_transaction~save( iv_deep = ABAP_true ).
Commit work.
Catch cx_fdt into lx_fdt.
Rollback work.
ENDTRY.
lo_function->if_fdt_transaction~dequeue( iv_deep = abap_true ).
* error handling
IF lv_activation_failed EQ abap_true.
LOOP AT lt_message ASSIGNING <ls_message>.
WRITE / <ls_message>-text.
ENDLOOP.
RETURN. ">>>
ENDIF.
TRY.
*
process the function
lo_function->process( IMPORTING eo_result = lo_result ).
*
get the result
lo_result->get_value( IMPORTING ea_value = lv_string ).
WRITE lv_string .
CATCH cx_fdt INTO lx_fdt.
*
error handling
LOOP AT lx_fdt->mt_message ASSIGNING <ls_message>.
WRITE / <ls_message>-text.
ENDLOOP.
ENDTRY.
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Defining Rules Using the UI
Procedure
Creating the application
1. In the menu bar, choose Workbench -> Create Application...
2. In the Object Creation dialog box that appears, enter Z_Hello_World in the Name field.
3. Choose System as the storage type and select the Create Local Application check box.
4. Enter $TMP in the Development Package field.
5. Choose Create & Navigate To Object.
6. Save the application.
7. Choose Activate button.
8.

In the Confirmation of Activation dialog box that appears, choose OK.
The application gets activated.

Creating the Function
1. Under the Detail section, choose the Assigned Objects tab.
The Assigned Objects tab page appears.
2. Choose Function from the Type field and choose Create Object.
3. In the Object Creation dialog box that appears, enter Hello_World_Function in the Name field
and choose Create & Navigate To Object.
The function is created and opens in the Object Manager panel.
Creating a Constant Expression
1. Navigate to the application by choosing Z_HELLO_WORLD next to the Application field under
the General section.
2. Under the Detail section, choose Assigned Objects tab.
The Assigned Objects tab page opens.
3. Choose Expression from the Type field and choose Create Object.
4. In the Object Creation dialog box that appears, enter Hello_World_Constant in the Name field;
choose Constant in the Type field.
5. In the Constant section that appears, choose Text from the Type field.
6. In the Value field that appears, enter Hello World.
7. Choose Create.
Assigning Top Expression to the Function
1. Choose Function from the Type field.
The HELLO_WORLD_FUNCTION appears in the table.
2.

Choose HELLO_WORLD_FUNCTION.
The function appears in the Object Manager panel.

3. Choose

(Graphical Access) next to the Top Expression field.

4. In the context menu, choose Select.
5. In the Object Query dialog box that appears, select the HELLO_WORLD_CONSTANT constant
expression.
The constant expression is assigned as the top expression of the function.
6. Choose the Signature tab.
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7. Choose

(Graphical Access) under the Result Data Object section.

8. In the context menu, choose Default Objects Text
Activating the Function
1.

Choose Activate button.

2.

In the Confirmation of Activation dialog box that appears, check the Include Referenced Objects
checkbox.
A list of the affected objects appears.

3. Choose OK.
The function and the constant expression get activated.
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